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Abstract 
 
Functionalization of diamond nanoparticales (DNPs) was conducted with 4-ethylbenzoic acid 
(EBA) in a less-destructive mild polyphosphoric acid (PPA)/phosphorous pentoxide (P2O5) medium to 
afford 4-ethylbenzoyl-functionalized DNPs (EBA-g-DNP). Subsequently, the bromination of EBA-g-
DNP using N-bromosuccinimide (NBS) yielded α-brominated EBA-g-DNP (BrEBA-g-DNP), which 
was used as an initiator for methyl methacrylate (MMA) via atom-transfer radical polymerization 
(ATRP). Poly(methylmetacrylate) grafted DNP (PMMA-g-DNP)was prepared from the reaction 
between MMA and BrEBA-g-DNP in the presence of copper(I) bromide in anhydrous N-Methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (NMP). The resultant PMMA-g-DNP was characterized by using FT-IR, TGA, 1H NMR, 
SEM, TEM and etc.TEM images provided clearvisual evidence for the formation of a core–shell 
structure-a hard DNP core and a soft PMMA shell. 
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Ⅰ. Introduction 
 
Since their discovery, carbon nanomaterials (CNMs)１ have attracted great attention due to their 
unique chemical and physical properties.２ Carbon is the most versatile element that can be bonded in 
many ways to construct new structures, such as graphite, diamond, C60 and carbon nanotubes that 
range from three to zero dimensions at the nanoscale (Figure 1). These materials tend to possess 
several unique chemical, physical, and electronic properties, making them very attractive for a range 
of advanced technological applications. For instance, crystalline diamond is an ideal material for high 
frequency, high temperature, and high power electronics and electrochemical applications. ３ 
Significant progress has been made to synthesize single-crystal diamond for technological purposes, 
for large-area device fabrication, single-crystal diamond is still cost-prohibitive. Alternatively, 
nanocrystalline and the smaller-grained ultrananocrystalline diamond provide a cost-effective means 
for producing polycrystalline thin films with nanoscale domains that retain many of the desired 
properties of natural single-crystal diamond. Another allotrope of carbon is graphite, which consists of 
stacked sheets of hexagonally packed carbon atoms that are sp2 bonded, while a single sheet, 
grapheme, is nature’s version of an ideal two dimensional conductor. Another advantage of utilizing 
carbon for nanotechnology is that it naturally forms nanoscale materials that include 
buckminsterfullerene (C60). Given the many forms of carbon that are technologically relevant, there 
are certain attributes that seem to be universal, such as high mechanical strength, good thermal 
conductivity and stability, chemical inertness, and high carrier mobilities.  
 
Figure 1. This schematic diagram shows the different allotropes of carbon.  
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However, two issues have to be resolved first to achieve maximum enhanced properties emerging 
from nanoscale additives. The one is homogeneous dispersion of CNMs, which is a factor in 
percolation threshold.４ The other is interfacial adhesion between reinforcing additive and supporting 
matrix.５ Thus, there have been many efforts to afford homogeneous dispersion of CNMs into various 
matrices via physical,６ chemical,７ or combined approaches.８ However, physical method using 
sonication damages CNMs depending upon dose time and strength.９ Because of chemical inertness 
of CNMs, the chemical modification of CNMs requires harsh reaction condition in strong acids such 
as nitric acid and sulfuric acid and/or their mixtures at elevated temperatures. These methods cause 
significant damages to the molecular structure of CNMs. The physical properties of nanocomposites 
significantly depend on the strength of specific interfacial interactions. Otherwise, the fillers play as 
defects where stress concentration points. Hence, strong covalent and/or noncovalent interactions 
between CNMs and matrix in nanocomposite are necessary to efficiently transfer the outstanding 
properties of CNMs to the supporting polymer matrix. Among CNMs, in particular, Diamond, the 
king of all gemstones, is acknowledged as an excellent material for almost all the industrial fields 
including electronic １０  and chemical industry. It has extreme properties in hardness, optical 
transparency, thermal expansion, thermal conductivity, electrical insulation, chemical corrosiveness, 
least friction coefficient１１ and biocompatibility. １２  Diamond powder manufacuring and CVD 
technology have been developed to utilize such properties of diamond effectively and micron-sized 
diamond powders are being used for various industrial purposes. Recent development in 
nanotechnology makes it possible to produce nano-sized diamond powders, expanding the realm of 
diamond industry. There are number of methods in manufacturing nanodiamond, which includes 
HPHT１３, shock wave, CVD１４, and detonation１５. Nanodiamond of below 10 nm in radius is 
specifically called ultrananocrystalline diamond (UNCD). UNCD in size of around 5 nm, is 
manufactured through detonation method which was originally developed during the former Soviet 
Union’s military research for rocket fuels. Nanodiamond of 10-100 nm in radius is first broken down 
by shock wave or HPHT (High Pressure/High Temperature) method, and consequently broken down 
with machineries. Nanodiamond is unique in its shape and structure. It not only retains diamond 
structure and hardness but also has circular shape and highly active surface, providing outstanding 
lubricating properties. The active surface makes nanodiamond applicapable to the wide range of 
industry through surface functionalization. Nanodiamond is being applied to the electroplated coating, 
polymer, abrasive, lubricant, et al., which improves the quality of target material (i) Electroplated 
coating : Increased durability and lifespan of the product (ii) Polymer : Increased wear resistance and 
hardness of polymer (iii) Lubricant: Increased effectiveness of lubricating oil, therefore resulting in 
the lifespan of engine parts. Typically DNPs (diamond nanoparticles) consist of 4–6 nm diamond 
nanocrystals coated by a fullerene-like carbon layers (sp2) on their surface. They are aggregated into 
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particles 20–50 nm in diameter.１６ Incorporation of DNPs into coatings or bulk materials is of 
considerable interest to impart the remarkable properties of diamond to coating surfaces and 
composites.１７ In order to disperse aggregated DNP particles and to give chemical affinity, the 
chemical functionalization of DNPs may be an option to prevent close surface interaction among 
DNPs. However, the functionalization of DNPs should be carried out in less or nondestructive 
reaction medium to maintain their outstanding properties. Thus, the development of an efficient 
chemical modification method without or with little damages to the surface of DNPs must be an 
important challenge. The resultant polymer-based DNP composites are expected to display enhanced 
mechanical strength, wear resistance and thermal stability.１８ Polymer blends, mixtures of two 
polymers, often offer synergistic effects compared with the pure polymers such as better processibility, 
chemical resistance, and mechanical properties. However, most polymer pairs are immiscible. Without 
compatibilization, this leads to rough morphologies, poor phase adhesion and hence inferior 
mechanical properties. Thus, there is a great demand for additives to improve the compatibility of the 
polymer blends. These additives can, for example, be block copolymers made of the two blend 
components. The block copolymer is then located at the interface between the immiscible blend 
phases. It reduces the interfacial tension and avoids coalescence of the dispersed phase. This results in 
a finer morphology and better phase adhesion thus improving the properties of the blend. However, 
when melt mixing a block copolymer into a polymer blend much of the compatibilizer does not 
migrate into the interface but is lost by micelle formation. Due to the costs of block copolymers this 
can limit the process economically. Block copolymers as well as reactive polymers for 
compatibilization of blends can be synthesized by “living” free radical polymerization. Among the 
different methods one of the most versatile mechanisms is the atom transfer radical polymerization 
(ATRP) reported by Matyjaszewski.１９ The product of an ATRP has a bromine atom at one chain end. 
This opens the possibility to functionalize the polymer further by nucleophilic substitution reactions. 
Although the surface grafting of DNPs with organic polymers can improve properties, there have been 
very few works reported on the functionalization of DNPs.２０ In order to tailor the properties of 
resultant nanocomposites, it is necessary to control the composition, density, and thickness of the 
polymer shells attached to the nanofillers. Thus, new techniques need to be developed to modify 
DNPs in order to extend their applications. Atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) is one of the 
most versatile approaches to prepare nanocomposites, because of monomer availabilty, controllable 
macromolecular architectures with relatively low molecular weight distributions, and mild reaction 
conditions.２１ In fact, many types of polymers, such as poly(n-butyl methacrylate)２２, poly(methyl 
methacrylate)２３, poly(tert-butylacrylate)２４, poly(styrene)２５ and polystyrene-blockpoly(tert-butyl 
acrylate)２６, were successfully attached to CNMs by using in situ ATRP techniques.  
As one component of an ATRP system, the initiator plays an important role. One has control over 
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the chemistry and structure of the initiator and active end group, so the a-bromination of carbonyl 
compounds is an important transformation in synthetic organic chemistry. α- Bromination of the side 
chain of aromatic ketones has attracted attention because the resulting bromoketones are intermediates 
for the synthesis of a variety of biologically active compounds. α -Bromination is the first step of 
introducing a heteroatom so as to provide additional conjugation to the carbonyl group, and for 
generating stabilized carbon radicals or carbanions. Various a-brominated carbonyl compounds have 
been synthesized using bromine in the presence of protic and Lewis acids, cupric bromide, dioxane 
dibromide, tetra-butylammonium tribromide and others. The environmentally hazardous bromine has 
given way to N-bromosuccinimide (NBS) as a user friendly reagent and the conditions for 
bromination have become milder with the advent of suitable catalysts and co-catalysts. The byproduct, 
succinimide, can be recycled. It has been reported that a-bromination of carbonyl compounds can be 
carried out by NBS, with radical initiators such as azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) and dibenzoyl 
peroxide (BPO). Das et al. and Tanemura et al.２７ reported that a-bromination using NBS over silica-
supported sodium hydrogen sulfate and ammonium acetate leads to good yields of the corresponding 
ketones. However, this reaction requires high temperatures (~80 oC) and the reaction is slower for the 
formation of monobromoacyclic ketones. Adhikari and Samant ２８  reported sonochemical a-
bromination of acetophenones catalyzed by p-toluenesulfonic acid using NBS. Recently, Koo and co-
workers ２９  reported the a-bromination of carbonyl compounds catalyzed by trimethylsilyl 
trifluoromethanesulfonate in the presence of NBS. Thus, polymers can be end-functionalized and 
block copolymerized with other monomers using brominated carbonyl compounds as initiators. In 
recent decades, a variety of living radical polymerization techniques such as nitroxidemediated free 
radical polymerization (NMP)３０, reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT)３１, and 
atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), have been well established. ATRP is a versatile 
technique to precisely control the chain length and polydispersity of the polymer, and can be used to 
synthesize well-defined copolymers. If the ATRP reaction conditions used are mild, a wide range of 
monomers and macromolecular structures can be used for grafting. It is generally believed that the 
living/controlled nature of ATRP is due to the relatively low radical concentration in the reaction 
system, which suppresses the termination relative to propagation. The mechanism of ATRP is shown 
in Scheme 1.  
  
Scheme 1. The mechanism of atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). 
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The graft copolymerization of vinyl monomers onto the polystyrene backbone and other polymers 
using ATRP has attracted interest, only recently. The ATRP at ambient temperature has been studied 
and it has been established that ATRP at ambient temperature is less prone to side reactions and chain 
transfer, resulting in better control over molecular weight and PDI thus enabling the facile synthesis of 
polymers with well-defined structure. Thus ambient temperature ATRP is ideally suited toward the 
synthesis of a wide variety of molecular designs and thus can afford some novel types of tailored 
hybrid materials. Using only a few monomers and a living polymerization, one can create many new 
materials with vastly differing properties simply by varying the topology of the polymer (i.e., comb, 
star, dendritic, etc.), the composition of the polymer (i.e., random, periodic, graft, etc.), or the 
functional groups at various sites on the polymer (i.e., end, center, side, etc.) (Figure 2). And the 
initiator will give rise to an initiating radical species via homolytic cleavage of its labile bond, such as 
a carbon–halogen bond, by the catalysts. Most of the initiators for successful ATRP have been organic 
halides with a potentially active carbon–halogen bond and the obtained polymers usually have 
halogen atoms in the chain ends.３２  
 
Figure 2. Representation of how new polymers and materials can be prepared from a few 
monomers using controlled/living polymerizations. 
 
In this work, we would like to report the synthesis of diamond nanopowders (DNPs) containing 
reactive sites for the polymerization of methyl methacrylate (MMA) via atom transfer radical 
polymerization (ATRP) to afford poly(methyl methacrylate) grafted DNPs (PMMA-g-DNP). 
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DNPs/poly(methyl methacrylate) using. Thus, DNPs were functionalized with 4-ethylbenzoic acid 
(EBA) in a mild chemical modification condition in polyphosphoric acid (PPA)/phosphorus pentoxide 
(P2O5) medium, which is known to be an efficient “direct” Friedel-Crafts acylation reaction.
３３ The 
resultant 4-ethylbenzoyl-functionalized DNP (EBA-g-DNP) was subsequently brominated using N-
bromosuccinimide to obtain 4-(α-bromoethyl)benzoyl-functionalized DNP (BrEBA-g-DNP), ３４ 
which is an ATRP initiator for MMA in the presence of a ligand compound. In this way, PMMA could 
be grafted from the surface of DNPs to prepare poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) grafted DNP 
(PMMA-g-DNP). The mechanical properties of resultant PMMA-g-DNP composites are expected to 
be enhanced, because of the formation of covalent links between DNPs and PMMA. Moreover, this 
approach could suggest many more options to graft various polymers on DNPs, and to synthesize 
block copolymers by sequential ATRP copolymerization. 
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Ⅱ. Experimental 
 
2.1 Materials 
 
All reagents, solvents and diamond nanopowders (DNPs, ≥95%) were purchased from Aldrich 
Chemical Inc. and used as received, unless otherwise mentioned.  
 
2.2 Instrumentations 
 
Fourier-transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectra were recorded on a Jasco Fourier transform 
spectrophotometer model 480 Plus. All of the samples were mixed with dried KBr and pressed to 
form the semi-transparent pellets. The FT-IR spectrums were collected in the wavelength range from 
650 to 4000 cm-1. Raman analysis was conducted using a Alpha 300R (WlTec, Germany). 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) used in this work was a TA Q200 equipped. TGA was conducted 
in air atmosphere with a heating rate of 10 °C/min. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis 
was carried out on a Thermo Fisher K-alpha employing a monochromatic Al Kα radiation as the X-
ray source. Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) powder patterns were recorded with a Rigaku RU-
200 diffractometer using Ni-filtered Cu Ka radiation (40 kV, 100 mA, l = 0.15418 nm). Proton 
nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR) spectra were recorded on a VNMRS 600 (Varian USA), using 
CDCl3 as solvent. The surface area was measured by nitrogen adsorption-fesorption isotherms using 
the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method using Micromeritics ASAP 2504N. Field emission 
scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) used in this work was FEI NanoSem 230. High resolution 
transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM) employed in this work was a JEOL JEM-2100F (Cs) 
operating at 200 kV. The TEM samples were prepared by dipping a holy carbon micro-grid into 
dispersed samples in ethanol.  
 
2.3 3 Functionalization of DNP with 4-ethylbenzoic acid in PPA/P2O5 at 130 °C (EBA-g-DNP) 
 
Into a 100mL resin flask equipped with a high torque mechanical stirrer, nitrogen inlet and outlet, 
EBA (0.7g, 0.0047 mol), DNPs (0.7g), PPA (83% P2O5 assay; 28g), and phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5, 
7g) were placed and stirred under dry nitrogen purge at 130 °C for 72h. After cooling down to room 
temperature, water was added to the reaction mixture. The resulting precipitates were collected by 
suction filtration and washed with distilled water several times. The product was then transferred to 
glass thimble, Soxhlet extracted with water for three days and with methanol for three days. Finally, 
the resultant powder was freeze-dried under reduced pressure (0.05mm Hg) for 24h to afford to 0.96 g 
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(72.72 % yield) of a deep gray powder. Anal. Calcd. for C27.04H9O1: C, 92.83%; H, 2.59%; O, 4.57%. 
Found: C, 85.03%; H, 2.10%; N, 5.43%. 
 
 
Figure 3. Experimental procedure for functionalization of DNP. 
 
 
Figure 4. Apparatus for purification, functionalization and Soxhlet extraction. 
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Figure 5. Reaction mixture of functionalized DNP with EBA. 
 
2.4 Bromination of EBA-g-DNP using NBS (BrEBA-g-DNP) 
 
Into a three-necked round bottom flask, EBA-g-DNP (0.5 g), N-bromosuccinimide (NBS, 1.4 g) 
and benzoyl peroxide (BPO, 0.13 g) in tetrachloromethane (8ml) were charged and the reaction 
mixture was heated under reflux at 90 °C (oil bath temperature). The bath temperature was slowly 
increased to 100 °C for 1h. Then, the reaction mixture was cooled in ice bath. The product was 
collected by suction filtration, Soxhlet extracted with water for two days. Finally, the resultant 
powdery product was freeze-dried under reduced pressure (0.05mm Hg) for 24h to afford to 0.5 g of a 
brown powder (34 % yield). Anal. Found : C, 79.52%; H, 1.82%; O, 6.57%. 
 
2.5 ATRP of MMA initiated by BrEBA (PMMA) 
 
Into a 50 ml reaction ampule, MMA (10.0 g, 100 mmol), BrEBA (0.015 g, 0.1 mmol), CuBr 
(0.014 g, 0.1 mmol), PMDETA (0.017 g, 0.1 mmol) and anhydrous toluene (6 mL) were charged and 
sealed with glass-cock. The reaction mixture was degassed by five freeze-pump-thaw cycles to 
remove any trace of oxygen. After this procedure, the ampule was torch-sealed and immersed in an oil 
bath at 60 °C immediately and kept stirring for 20 h. The reaction mixture was then diluted in THF 
(100 mL). The product was passing through an aluminum oxide to remove residual metal catalyst, and 
part solvent was removed on rotary evaporator. The viscous residue was poured into methanol, and 
white precipitate was collected by filtration vacuum-dried at 50 °C under reduced pressure (0.05mm 
Hg)for 24h to afford to 4.23 g (42 % yield) of white powder. Anal. Found : C, 60.28%; H, 8.12%; O, 
32.69%. 
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Figure 6. Photograph of Ampule. 
 
2.6 ATRP of MMA initiated by BrEBA-g-DNP (PMMA-g-DNP 1) 
 
Similar to the ATRP and work-up procedures for MMA initiated by BrEBA, MMA (10.0 g, 100 
mmol), BrEBA-g-DNP (0.015 g, 0.1 mmol), CuBr (0.014 g, 0.1 mmol), PMDETA (0.017 g, 0.1 mmol) 
and anhydrous NMP (8 mL) were charged into a 50 ml ampule and sealed with glass-cock, degassed 
by five freeze-pump-thaw cycles. The rest of reaction and work-up procedures were almost the same 
for MMA initiated by BrEBA to afford 1 g (10% yield) of light gray powder. 
 
2.7 ATRP of MMA initiated by BrEBA-g-DNP (PMMA-g-DNP 2) 
 
Similar to the ATRP and work-up procedures for MMA initiated by BrEBA, MMA (3.0 g, 30 
mmol), BrEBA-g-DNP (0.033 g, 0.15 mmol), CuBr (0.020 g, 0.15 mmol), PMDETA (0.026 g, 0.15 
mmol) and anhydrous NMP (6 mL) were charged into a 50 ml ampule and sealed with glass-cock, 
degassed by five freeze-pump-thaw cycles. The rest of reaction and work-up procedures were almost 
the same for MMA initiated by BrEBA to afford 0.11 g (3% yield) of deep brown powder. Anal. 
Found : C, 66.17%; H, 6.49%; O, 24.59%. 
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Figure 7. ATRP procedure of MMA with BrEBA-g-DNP as initiator. 
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Ⅲ. Results and discussion 
 
Previously, we have reported the functionalization of MWNT, SWNT, VGCNF, fullerene (C60) 
via Friedel-Crafts acylation reaction in polyphosphoric acid (PPA)/phosphorous pentoxide (P2O5) 
mixture.３５ In this study, diamond nanopowders (DNPs, ≤10nm) produced by nanospray combustion 
process was functionalized in the similar reaction condition.３６ As noted by DNP have never been 
isolated in pure form (>99.9 % carbon)３７. Elemental analysis of the pristine DNP has revealed 
significant presence of heteroatoms (H, N, O) in addition to carbon (Table 1). The carbon content 
85.58 % instead of theoretical value of 100 % in a pure diamond. However, the diamond content 
(77 %) of DNP is even lower than natural diamond (99.42 %). Therefore, an isolated diamond 
nanoparticle may be considered as having a centeral diamond (sp3 C) core surrounded by an outer 
shell comprising of a mixture of sp2 and sp3 carbon. It is conceivable that a hydrogenated surface or a 
fullerenic outer shell (“Bucky diamond”) may also exist. On the basis of the information on the sp2 
and sp3 C-H contents and the sp2/sp3 carbon ratios of various grades of DND samples which would be 
susceptible to a Friedel-Crafts acylation in PPA/P2O5 medium. Although in colloidal solution the 
primary DND particles are 2-6 nm in diameter, they readily self-organize, upon solvent removal, into 
clusters or primary aggregates (20-30 nm), which in turn form larger but weakly bonded secondary 
aggregates in a broad size distribution, ranging from hundreds of nanometers to a few micrometers 
sizes, as shown in SEM images (Figure 16a). This agglomeration observed in solid state is driven by 
the surface functional groups with high polarity and strong H-bonding capability, such as COOH, OH 
etc., which were created along with the other functionalities by postsynthesis, acid treatment to purify 
raw DND. Thus, to disperse the DND quickly into PPA during the reaction, the pristine DND powder 
was gently ground to particulate with sizes of 20-30 nm using a spatula (Figures 16c, d).  
The synthesis approach is described in Scheme 2. Firstly, DNP was functionalized with 4-
ethylbenzoic acid (EBA) in polyphosphoric acid (PPA)/phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5) (Scheme 1a) to 
afford EBA-g-DNP. The resultant EBA-g-DNP was subsequently brominated with N-
bromosuccinimide (NBS) to give brominated EBA-g-DNP (BrEBA-g-DNPs) (Scheme 1b). The 
viability of α-brominated EBA (Br-EBA) as an atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) initiator 
for MMA polymerization was tested (Scheme 1c) and successfully worked out. Hence, the BrEBA-g-
DNPs can be used as initiator for grafting polymerization of MMA onto the surface of DNP (Scheme 
1d). Moreover, the proposed mechanism of the electrophilic substitution reaction is “direct” Friedel-
Crafts acylation between aylium ion (R-C+=O) of EBA and sp2 CH of DNP to give EBA-g-DNP 
(Scheme 3).  
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Scheme 2. Synthesis of (a) EBA-g-DNPs, (b) BrEBA-g-DNPs, (c) PMMA, (d) PMMA-g-DNP. 
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Scheme 3. Proposed mechanism of “direct” Friedel-Creafts acylation reaction between acylium 
ion (R-C+=O) and sp2C-H of DNP. 
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Table 1. Elemental analysis of samples.  
 TGA (in air) Elemental Analysis 
Sample 
Td5%
a 
(oC) 
charb 
(%) 
 
C 
(%) 
H 
(%) 
O 
(%) 
DNP 578 ~0 
Calcd. 100 0.00 0.00 
Found 85.58 1.22 2.05 
EBA-g-DNP 445 ~0 
Calcd. 88.73 2.70 8.56 
Found 85.03 2.10 5.43 
BrEBA-g-DNP 333 ~0 Found 79.52 1.82 6.57 
PMMA 280  Found 60.28 8.12 32.69 
PMMA-g-DNP 
(PDG 2) 
177  Found 66.17 6.49 24.59 
a The temperature at which 5% weight loss (Td5%) occurred on TGA thermogram obtained 
with heating rate of 10 °C/min.  
b Char yield at 850oC. 
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3.1 FT-IR Study 
 
The functionalization of DNPs was conveniently monitored by FT-IR. Representative FT-IR 
spectra of pristine DNP, functionalized DNP, initiator-bound DNP (BrEBA-g-DNP), PMMA, PMMA-
g-DNP 1 and PMMA-g-DNP 2 polymer composites are shown in Figure 1. The FT-IR spectra of 
pristine DNPs (Figure 8a) show the weak sp2C-H and sp3C-H bands around 2923 cm-1.               
The sites, specifically sp2C-H, are available for the Friedel-Crafts acylation reaction. After 
functionalization of EBA, EBA-g-DNP shows new keto-carbonyl (C=O) peak at 1710 cm-1 and 
aromatic C=C peak at 1605 cm-1 (Figure 8b). In the case of BrEBA-g-DNP, it is difficult to detect Br 
peaks (Figure 8c), since bromine stretching is typically so weak. After ATRPs reaction, characteristic 
signature peaks for PMMA, PMMA-g-DNP1 and PMMA-g-DNP2 are also compared (Figure 8d, 8e, 
8f). Due to the amount of BrEBA-g-DNP is low, overall spectra are almost identical. The highest 
peaks at 1738 cm-1 and 1148 cm-1 are corresponded to the keto-carbonyl (C=O) from aliphatic ester 
and C-O stretching, respectively.  
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Figure 8. FT-IR (KBr pellet) spectra of (a) DNPs, (b) EBA-g-DNPs, (c) BrEBA-g-DNPs,  
(d) PMMA, (e) PMMA-g-DNP1, (f) PMMA-g-DNP2.  
 
3.2 Raman spectroscopy 
 
The Raman spectroscopy of DNP and EBA-g-DNP in Figure 9 is composed of three characteristic 
peaks for the diamond nanoparticles. The raw DNP was chosen because of its large content of 
nondiamond carbon and more evident spectral changes. The Raman spectrum of DNP show the 
disorder-induced double-resonance D band at ~1400 cm-1３８ the unshifted graphite G band at 1600 
cm-1, and the downshifted and broadened, with respect to the Raman mode of single-crystal diamond 
(1332 cm-1), diamond peak at ~1325 cm-1３９ (Figure 9). Oxidation evidently removed fullerenic 
shells and other sp2-bonded carbon impurities from pristine DNP, it also influences the surface 
chemistry and thus affects the shape of the Raman peaks. The appearance of a shoulder at 1140-1300 
cm-1 as well as the upshift of the G peak to ~1640 cm-1 in the modified DNP could be the 
manifestations of bond formation of carbonyl oxygen containing functional groups on sp2- or sp3-
bonded carbon.４０ The intensity ratio of D/G band intensity (ID/IG) of the functionalized DNP is 
about six times larger than that the pristine DNP. This again suggests that DNP is successfully 
functionalized with 4-ethylbenzoic acid as increased intensity of disorder-induced double-resonance D 
band at ~1400 cm-1.     
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Figure 9. Raman Spectra of DNP and EBA-g-DNP. 
 
3.3 BET (Brunauer, Emmett, Teller) 
 
To measure surface area and pore volume using the BET method, the DNP and EBA-g-DNP were 
degassed under vacuum at 250 °C before measurement. The surface area of DNP and EBA-g-DNP 
were 262.14 and 248.11 m2/g, respectively (Table 2). The surface area of EBA-g-DNP was decreased 
by ~6 %, this result shows that EBA-g-DNP was filled in the gaps with EBA moiety on the surface of 
DNP. Furthermore, pore volume of EBA-g-DNP was decreased by ~12 % than pristine DNP which 
implied that EBA-g-DNP should be more compact morphology (Figure 10).  
 
Table 2. BET Surface Area, Pore Volume of DNP and EBA-g-DNP.  
Sample Surface Area (m2/g) Pore Volume (cc/g) 
DNP           262.14 1.12 
EBA-g-DNP 248.11 0.98 
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Figure 10. Physical adsorption and desorption isotherms of DNP and EBA-g-DNP.  
 
3.4 XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) 
 
To confirm the existence of necessary elements in the EBA-g-DNP, BrEBA-g-DNPs and PMMA-g-
DNPs were subjected to XPS analysis. The XPS surveys show that major C1s and O1s peaks at 285 
and 534 eV, respectively (Figure 11a). The Br3d at 70.5 eV (Br; combined carbon) was observed after 
bromination (Figure 11a, inset). The quantity of measured Br on BrEBA-g-DNP and PMMA-g-DNP1 
were 0.73 At%, 0.71 At%, respectively, assuring that the presence of bromine. For qualitative analysis, 
the C1s peaks of DNP, BrEBA-g-DNP and PMMA-g-DNP1 were magnified as shown in Figure 11b. 
After modification, the peak position of EBA-g-DNPs was shifted from 287.8 eV to 284.9 eV due to 
attached C6H5CO.
４１ Figure 11c shows that C1s of PMMA-g-DNP1 was fitted with C-C, C-O, OCH3, 
and C=O (combined C6H5). 
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Figure 11. XPS spectra: (a) full spectra (inset, magnified peak of the Br3d), (b) The C1s peaks of 
DNP, BrEBA-g-DNP and PMMA-g-DNP1, (c) fitted C1s from PMMA-g-DNP1. 
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3.5 1H NMR Characterization 
 
1H NMR spectra of pure PMMA and PMMA-g–DNP2 provide clear evidence of ATRP 
polymerization of MMA with α-brominated initiators (Figure 12 (a, b)). Firstly, to prove the 
possibility of bromination with NBS, we prepared brominated EBA and compare with 4-ethylbenzoic 
acid. From H NMR and C NMR, we confirmed that signal for CH3 were shifted after bromination. 
Overall NMR of brominated EBA signal affected bromine. For instance, proton signals for Br-C-H at 
δ = 5.21 ppm shifted after bromination (Figure 12a) and carbon signals for Br-C-H at δ = 47.78 ppm 
shifted due to attached bromine (Figure 12b). All the characteristic proton peaks attributed to PMMA 
can be found in the spectrum of PMMA-grafted DNPs (Figure 12(c, d)). For example, the proton 
signals for –OCOCH3 at δ = 3.59 ppm,
４２ proton signals for C–CH2–C at δ = 1.78 ppm, and proton 
signals for −CH3 at δ = 0.84–1.02. All these results strongly support that PMMA has been 
successfully initiated by α-brominated initiators (BrEBA and BrEBA-g-DNP). Hence, the grafting of 
PMMA onto the surface of DNP is indeed viable approach to synthesize PMMA-g-DNP via atom 
transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). 
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Figure 12. (a) 1H NMR spectrum (CDCl3) of EBA and BrEBA, (b) 
13C NMR spectrum (CDCl3) 
of EBA and BrEBA, (c) 1H NMR spectrum (CDCl3) of PMMA-g-DNP2 and (d) 
1H NMR 
spectrum (CDCl3) of PMMA.  
 
3.6 Thermal Properties 
 
The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) experiments on the powder samples of DNP, EBA-g-DNP, 
BrEBA-g-DNP, PMMA, PMMA-g-DNP1 and PMMA-g-DNP2 indicated that the temperatures at 
which a 5% weight loss (Td5%) in air occurred at 578, 445, 333, 280, 305 and 177 °C in that order 
(Figure 13 and Table 3). As-received DNPs is fairly stable up to 500 °C. It showed that the 
temperature at which 5 wt% weight loss (Td5%) occurred was at 578 °C. The char yield at 800 °C was 
almost 0 wt%. In the case of the EBA-g-DNPs and BrEBA-g-DNPs early weight loss started around 
400 and 240, respectively. The first-stage weight loss approximately at 500, 400 °C approached about 
7 wt%, respectively (Figure 13a), which was presumably because of the detachment of ethyl group 
and α-bromine on the ethyl group. Interestingly, EBA-g-DNP and BrEBA-g-DNP displayed better 
thermal stability pristine DNP after EBA and BrEBA moieties were carbonized. There could be two 
reasons attributed to the improved thermal stability of EBA-g-DNP and BrEBA-g-DNP. The one is 
presumably PPA/P2O5 medium plays functionalization and purification.
４３ Simply, some impurities 
were removed such as graphitic shell or onion-like fullerene during the functionalization in the 
reaction medium. The other would be defects are healed during pyrolying (charring) process. 
Thermally generated carbon feedstock (radical, anion and cation) from EBA and BrEBA moieties 
could fix the defects present on the shell of DNP.   
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From the Figure 13b, the amount polymer grafts on the DNP could be estimated. The TGA curves 
of PMMA-g-DNP1 and PMMA-g-DNP2 show that major decomposition occurred in the temperature 
range of 260–400 °C due to thermal stripping of PMMA. The residual amount above 400 °C should 
be contributed to DNP. Thus, the PMMA content in PMMA-grafted DNPs can be calculated. As 
shown in Table 3, the weight fraction of grafted PMMA f wt% increases from 77% to 96% with 
increasing stoichiometric ratio from 1:200 to 1:1000. Probably, the greater the f wt%, the higher the 
molecular weight of grafted PMMA from DNPs. Thus, PMMA-g-DNP2 has poorer thermal stability 
than PMMA-g-DNP1 due to smaller molecular weight of the PMMA grafts. The TGA results suggest 
that the content of the PMMA grafts in the functionalized DNPs can be tuned by stoichiometric ratio.  
 
Table 3. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) data of samples. 
Sample 
Td5%
a 
(oC) 
charb 
(%) 
Sample 
Td5%
a 
(oC) 
Charc 
(%) 
ƒwt (%)
d 
DNP 578 ~0 PMMA 280 ~0 ~100 
EBA-g-DNP 445 ~0 
PGD1 
(1:1000)e 
305 ~0 96.7 
BrEBA-g-DNP 333 ~0 
PGD2 
(1:200)e 
264 0.91 77.5 
a The temperature at which 5% weight loss (Td5%) occurred on TGA thermogram obtained with heating 
rate of 10 °C/min.  
b Char yield at 900 oC. 
c Char yield at 700 oC. 
d ƒwt = the loss weight fraction of polymer calculated from TGA data. 
e initiator : monomer (stoichiometry ratio) 
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Figure 13. TGA thermograms obtained with heating rate of 10 °C/min in air. 
 
3.7 Wide-Angle X-ray Diffraction (WAXD) 
 
To monitor the morphologies of samples, XRD scattering patterns were obtained powder samples 
without applied strain. The XRD pattern of the as-received DNP shows that the intensity of the 
characteristic diamond d-spacing (111) appears at 2.07 Å and d-spacing (220) at 1.26 Å (Figure 14a). 
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Furthermore, characteristic peak of DNP is described after EBA modification and bromination (Figure 
14b, 14c). Hence, it is reasonable to say that PPA is non-destructed reaction medium for chemical 
modification. After ATRP polymerization, PMMA-g-DNP1 and PMMA-g-DNP2 show overall broad 
amorphous peaks Figure 14e and 14f). As expected, PMMA-g-DNP1 and PMMA-g-DNP2 faintly 
show characteristic diamond peak (111) and the intensity is slightly proportionally increased with the 
amount of DNP increased in the samples. 
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Figure 14. WAXD patterns: (a) DNPs, (b) EBA-g-DNPs, (c) BrEBA-g-DNPs, (d) PMMA-g-
DNP1, (e) PMMA-g-DNP2. 
 
3.8 UV-vis absorption behaviors. 
 
UV-vis absorption measurements were conducted to have information of interfacial interaction 
between EBA and DNP. Stock solution (0.01mol/L) of each sample was prepared in NMP. The UV-
absorption of DNP and EBA-g-DNP showed sharp peak at 258 nm (Figure 15a). And The UV-
absorption of EBA-g-DNP showed relatively broad peak at 361 nm. This implied that EBA should be 
successfully grafted onto the surface of DNP. As can be seen, EBA-g-DNP exhibit larger absorbance 
than pristine DNP (Figure 15a), it is probably implied that double bond in EBA is more nicely show 
up during removed amorphous carbon. The UV-absorption of PMMA and PM-g-DNP1 showed sharp 
peak at ~258 nm and broad peak at 287 nm (Figure 15b).  
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Figure 15. UV-Vis absorption spectra of samples: (a) DNP and EBA-g-DNP, (b) PMMA and 
PMMA-g-DNP1. 
 
3.9 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
 
 The SEM images of pristine DNP show that the surface texture consisted of aggregates and 
agglutinates (Figure 16a). After EBA modification, while aggregated diamond nanoparticles were 
fairly individualized due to the molecular wedge effect of EBA (Figure 16b). Furthermore, the less 
polarity of EBA moiety on the surface of EBA-g-DNP helps the individualization.  In the case of 
BrEBA-g-DNP, overall particle size was increased due to the polarity if its surface increased by 
bromine attachment (Figure 16c). The morphologies of PMMA-g-DNP1 (Figure 16e) and PMMA-g-
DNP2 (Figure 16f) are quite different from that of PMMA (Figure 16d).The SEM image of PMMA-g-
DNP1 appears to be a rugged surface covered with polymer shells. This could be caused by the 
increasing affinity among the polymer shells coated on the DNPs. When the polymer content is higher 
in PMMA-g-DNP2, which surfaces were so crowded and thus, polymer covers the surface. Thus, we 
conclude that the thickness of coated polymer shell in PMMA-g-DNPs is increased as polymer 
content increased, which agrees well with TGA result. Thus, the covalently grafting of PMMA onto 
the surface of DNP is fairly uniform and viable.  
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Figure 16. SEM images: (a) pristine DNPs (100,000´), (b) EBA-g-DNPs (100,000´), (c) BrEBA-
g-DNPs (100,000´), (d) PMMA (100,000´), (e) PMMA-g-DNP1 (30,000´) and (f) PMMA-g-
DNP2 (30,000´). 
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3.10 HR-Transmission Electron Microscopy (HR-TEM) 
 
Pristine DNP, used in this study and prepared by nanospray combustion process, consists of 
diamond nanoparticles coated by a graphitic or onion-like fullerene matrix. The TEM images of 
pristine DNP show that DNP stays as aggregate and/or agglutinate form (Figure 17a, 17b). The 
images of the PMMA-g-DNP2 in Figures 17c and 17d could be clearly discernable between the 
diamond core and the PMMA shell. The images show an ordered crystalline core and a light 
amorphous polymeric coating marked by the red arrows. The space between crystalline DNPs is filled 
by amorphous PMMA, indicating that the grafting of PMMA onto the surface of DNP by using 
BrEBA-g-DNPs as the ATRPs’s initiator is successful.  
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Figure 17. TEM images of (a) pristine DNP (100,000´), (b) pristine DNP (400,000´), (c) PMMA-
g-DNP2 (100,000´), (d) PMMA-g-DNP2 (500,000´), (e) PMMA-g-DNP1 (500,000´) and (f) 
Electron diffraction pattern. 
 
3.11 Optical Transmittance Spectra 
 
Figure 18 shows the optical transmittance spectra for the PMMA and PMMA-g-DNP1 samples. 
Transparent films were produced from Tetrahydrofuran solution of the composite, as depicted inset 
Figure 11 (a). PMMA has a transmittance of 94 %. The loss of 6 % is caused by reflection on the two 
surfaces of the block (0.03 mm thickness). The final PMMA-g-DNP1 nanocomposite contains 
acrylates and small amounts of diamond nanoparticels. Larger particles and agglomerated DNPs 
would give rise to a significant reduction of the transmittance (44%)４４, with a resulting decrease in 
transmittance. Before re-agglomeration, evaporation of the solvent (THF) resulted in transparent films. 
Similarly, if the agglomerated solutions are agitated, the particulates break apart and the solution can 
be cast into clear films. Consequently, transmittance confirms the concept of our approach. The 
integration of nanoparticles allows for the incorporation of functional diamond nanoparticles that are 
visible by the human eye.  
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Figure 18. Transmittance UV-vis spectra of PMMA and PMMA-g-DNP1. (inset (a) Film of 
PMMA and PMMA-g-DNP1. Thickness is 0.03 mm) 
 
3.12 Mechanical Properties 
 
PMMA and PMMA-g-DNP1 composites were shaped into specimens with size of 4.7 X 8.5 mm2 
and thickness of 0.11-0.13 mm. Tensile strength and Modulus of samples are presented in Figure 19. 
Through TGA data, we know that PMMA-g-DNP2 has poorer thermal stability than PMMA-g-DNP1 
due to smaller molecular weight of the PMMA grafts. And PMMA-g-DNP composites displayed 
homogeneously dispersed onto DNP surface (Figure 16e, f). So, we made film using the PMMA-g-
DNP1. Compared with pure PMMA, strength and modulus of PMMA-g-DNP1 were increased as high 
as 3.4 %, 24 % respectively, which assured that PMMA-g-DNP1 composites systems with covalent 
linkage between reinforcing additive and matrix are expected to display better enhanced properties. 
The improvement of tensile modulus should be attributable to successful ATRP for introduced DNPs. 
Originally PMMA has good tensile strength properties４５ and because of agglomerated DNPs tensile 
strength value slightly increased than pure PMMA.  
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Figure 19. Tensile strength and modulus of PMMA and PMMA-g-DNP1. 
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Conclusions  
 
In this paper, we verified that PPA/P2O5 is strong enough to facilitate Friedel-Crafts acylation 
reaction to the sp2 C-H bonds of DNP’s outer shell. Also, we learned that PPA/P2O5 medium plays 
functionalization and purification. And then, Poly(methyl metacrylate) (PMMA) grafted diamond 
nanoparticle (DNP) was prepared in the sequence of functionalizations and atom transfer radical 
polymerization (ATRP). Diamond nanoparticles (DNPs) were first functionalized by 4-ethylbenzoic 
acid (EBA) and the resultant EBA-g-DNP was brominated to prepare BrEBA-g-DNP as an initiator 
for ATRP. The functionalization of EBA onto the surface of DNP was confirmed by various analytic 
techaniques such as FTIR, TGA, XPS, XRD, SEM and TEM. By using BrEBA-g-DNP as an ATRP 
initiator, methyl metacrylate (MMA) was subsequently polymerized to afford PMMA grafted DNP 
(PMMA-g-DNP). On the basis of TGA data, we know that we can control amounts of DNP as 
stoichiometry ratio. Hence, we prepared PMMA-g-DNP films using PMMA-g-DNP 1 (stoichiometry 
ratio 1:1000). The homogeneous dispersion of PMMA onto DNP surface was visually confirmed by 
SEM and TEM image experiments. As a result, consequently, tensile modulus increased as high 24 % 
although considerable improvement of mechanical properties of PMMA-g-DNP films. The resultant 
nanohybrid materials showed core-shell structure. The thickness of PMMA shell could be tailored by 
stoichiometric feed ratio of MMA and BrEBA-g-DNP. The results envision that the chemistry first 
developed in this work is indeed viable and can be applicable for many other polymer-based DNP 
nanohybrid systems for application-specific materials.  
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Purification of Carbon nanonion and Diamond nanoparticle. 
Introduction 
Carbon nanomaterials have received a great deal of attention since the discovery of the C60 
fullerene molecule  and  the carbon nanotube. Three-dimensional, carbon based, nano-structures 
materials are generally various : (i) fullerene (0.7 ~ 3nm) ;(ii)carbon nanopowders (≤30nm) ;(iii)dia-
mond nanopowders (3.2nm). In 1992 Ugarte, while examining carbon nanoparticles filled with gold 
and lanthanum oxide found fascinating particles consisting of concentric graphite-like shells. So, 
these particles were called carbon onion or carbon nanopowder. Carbon nanopowders (CNP) such as 
fullerenes have good electrochemical and photophysical properties. Also diamond nanopowders 
(DNP) are worth of investigating due to the unique properties, such as highest hardness, highest 
thermal conductivity, low thermal expansion coefficient, and low friction coefficient. CNP can be 
produced from different carbon materialsvia arc discharge, plasma chemical deposition (CVD) and 
shock wave treatment of carbon soot. and diamond nanopowders (DNP) were produced CVD 
(Chemical Vapor Deposition), detonation and spark plasma sintering method. In producing CNP and 
DNP, Metal catalysts are generally necessary to activate materials. (CNP: ≥99% trace metals basis, 
DNP: ≥95% trace metals basis.) In consequence, all CNT and DNP product from those method in 
could impurities such as metal catalyst particles, amorphous carbon and carbon nanoparticles. 
Therefore, CNP and DNP may find their limited use for some applications as they contain a small 
fraction of metal catalyst. Lately, many purified method have been investigated and have been used 
successfully to remove impurities from carbon soot.  For example, there are oxidation, thermal 
annealing, thermal oxidation, ultra-sonication, a strong acid treatments and so on… Recently, in my 
Lab., the less destructive chemical modification and to minimize the surface damages of various 
carbon nanomaterials via electrophilic substitution reaction in a mild polyphosphoric acid 
(PPA)/phosphorous pentoxide (P2O5) medium has been developed.
 By using the method, We tried to 
purify the as-received CNP and DNP in PPA/ P2O5 to remove like a metallic impurities.  
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Purification procedure of Carbon nanoparticle & Diamond nanoparticle. 
 
Into a 100mL three-necked, round-bottom resin flask equipped with a high torque mechanical 
stirrer, and nitrogen inlet and outlet, CNP or DNP (0.5g), PPA (83% assay, 10g) and P2O5 (2.5g) were 
placed and stirred with dried nitrogen purging at 80°C for 1h. The reaction mixture was heated at 100 
°C for 1h and then it was heated and maintained at 130 °C for 72h. After cooled down, water was 
added into the mixture. The precipitates were collected by suction filtration, Soxhlet extracted with 
water for three days and then methanol for three days. The product was finally freeze dried for 24h to 
give black and dark gray powder, repectively.Anal. Found for CNP: C, 92.56%; H, 0.33%; N, 0.22%. 
P-CNP: C, 91.21%; H, 0.50%; N, 0.19%. DNP: C, 85.58%; H, 1.22%; N, 2.06%. P-DNP: C, 85.44%; 
H, 1.61%; N, 1.89%. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Purification of CNP & DNP.  
 
As shown in Scheme 1, Purification of CNP and DNP are carried out following the literature 
procedure.  
 
 
Scheme 1. Purification of CNP & DNP. 
 
FT-IR spectra. 
 
The progress of the reaction was conveniently monitored with FT-IR. All sample showed sp3 C-H 
peak at 2921 cm-1 ~ 2923 cm-1 and C=O peak at 1593 cm-1 ~ 1633 cm-1. We knows that CNP and DNP 
were preserved original structure of them via purification procedure 
CNP + PPA + P2O5     P-CNP 
DNP + PPA + P2O5     P-DNP 
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Figure 1. FT-IR (KBr pellet) spectra of samples. (a) CNP; (b) P-CNP; (c) DNP; (d) P-DNP. 
 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).    
 
For the comparison purpose, the SEM image of pristine CNP, DNP are presented (Figure 2a, 3c). 
It shows that the surfaces are slightly rough and be not uniform. But the surfaces of purificated P-CNP, 
P-DNP are clearly smooth and seamless surfaces.(Figure 2b, 4d).  
 
 
 
Figure 2.  SEM images: (a) as-received CNP (100,000x); (b) P-CNP (100,000x); (c) as-received 
(b) (a) 
(c) (d) 
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DNP (100,000x); (d) P-DNP (100,000x). 
 
Thermal Properties.    
 
The TGA graphs of raw samples and purified CNP & DNP.  Figure 3(a) shows the TGA of as-
received CNP and purified CNP indicated that the temperatures at which 5% weight loss (Td5%) 
occurred were at 655 and 657 °C in air, and then the weight sharply decreases. As-received CNP was 
completely evaporated at 813 °C. Figure 3(b) shows the TGA of as-received DNP and purified DNP 
indicated that the temperatures at which 5% weight loss (Td5%) occurred were at 602 and 606 °C in air. 
And to conclude purified samples have a better thermal stability than as-receive samples. 
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Figure 3. TGA thermograms obtained with heating rate of 10℃/min: (a) CNP & P-CNP (b) DNP 
& P-DNP. 
 
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscope (XPS).     
 
Figure 4 (a) and (b) shows XPS C 1s spectra of pristine CNP and P-CNP. The C 1s peak at 284.1 
eV, 286 eV, and 287.6 eV was observed for C (graphite), C (non combine), and C (combine avec 
oxygene), respectively. After purification, at 286 eV peak was remarkably increaser than before. The 
results show that the CNP’s purity was increase due to remove impurities of surrounding carbon 
atoms. Figure 4(c) and (d) shows XPS C 1s spectra of pristine DNP and P-DNP. Above all things, at 
290.45 eV, Diamante (DIA) peak was significantly increased. Therefore, pristine CNP and DNP were 
successfully purified to P-CNP, P-DNP 
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Figure 4. XPS C 1s Spectra : (a) as-received CNP; (b) P-CNP;(c) as-received DNP; (d) P-DNP. 
 
Wide-Angle X-Ray Diffraction (WAXS).    
 
The X-ray diffraction patterns of CNP and P-CNP were shown in Figure 5(a). The d-spacing 
values are 3.72, 2.95, 2.54, 2.01, 1.79, and 1.53 nm in that order. CNP and P-CNP peak were nearly 
similar with intensity, but there are exists a little shift. The X-ray diffraction patterns of DNP and P-
DNP were shown in Figure 5 (b). The d-spacing values are 2.95, 2.55, 2.07, 1.80, 1.53, and 1.26 nm in 
that order. The peak at 2.07 Å was related to carbon atoms distance of diamond nanopowders. In P-
DNP, this peak was remarkably stronger than before. As expected, this reflects the higher purity of 
DNP.  
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Figure5. WAXS patterns: (a) CNP and P-CNP; (b) DNP and P-DNP. 
 
Surface Area.    
 
Changes of surface area after purification procedure were evaluated by BET. CNP and P-CNP 
were very similar values. However,  after purification, surface area of P-DNP were slightly decrease.  
 
Table 1. Surface Area of samples 
 CNP P-CNP DNP P-DNP 
Surface Area 112.89 114.12 262.14 234.678 
(m2/g) 
 
Conclusion 
 
We confirmed purification of CNP & DNP with FT-IR, X-Ray photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), 
X-ray Diffraction (XRD), and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). As a result, we conducted 
successfully that purification of CNP and DNP in a mild and non-destructive medium, PPA/P2O5. 
Although it was not clear that the process is an ultimate purification method, it was efficient enough to 
remove persisting impurities like metals. Morphology clearly difference between pristine CNP & 
DNP and purified CNP & DNP was confirmed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 
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Purification and Functionalization of Diamond Nanoparticles in Polyphosphoric 
acid/Phosphorus Pentoxide 
Introduction 
Since their discovery, carbon nanomaterials have attracted great attention from many research 
groups worldwide due to their unique chemical and physical properties. And they have a high 
potential for many technological application. Also, They have various structures such as fullerene 
(0.7~3nm), carbon nanopowders (≤30nm) and diamond nanopowders (≤10nm), etc. Among the great 
nanocomposites, In particular, Diamond nanopowders (DNPs) are worth of investigating due to the 
unique properties such as ultimate hardness, highest thermal conductivity, lowest thermal expansion 
coefficient, and least friction coefficient. So, for more than 20 years a lot has been published 
regarding the development of production technologies of nanodiamond. An efficient commercial 
technology of nanodiamond synthesis by detonation of oxygen-deficient explosives and 
ultradisperseddiamond powders of nanosizes has been developed in Ukraine. Other methods are 
nanospray combustion process, spark plasma sintering, etc. For produce DNPs, metal catalysts are 
generally necessary to activate materials. So that reason, the raw DNPs obtained include nanodiamond 
particles, non-diamond carbon, as well as metals, metal oxides and other impurities. Recently, many 
purified methods have been investigated and have been used to remove impurities from carbon soot. 
But they have some problems. For example, Liquid phase purification is not an environmentally 
friendly process and requires expensive corrosion-resistant equipment. Oxidation purification and 
ozone-enriched air oxidation are also requires the use of either toxic or aggressive substances or 
supplementary catalysts which result an additional contamination or a significant loss of the diamond 
phase. As a result, it is probably difficult that Diamond nanopowders (DNPs) preserve property and 
shape because of thermal annealing, strong acid treatment and ultra-sonication, etc., Therefore, DNPs 
may find their limited use for some application. To solve this issue, we recently developed that non-
destructive purification method via in a mild polyphosphoric acid (PPA)/phosphorous pentoxide 
(P2O5).  
Our previous work on the successful grafting of various polymers onto carbon nanomaterials like a 
CNTs, CNF, Fullerene, etc. was reported. Therefore, for comparison, we also carried out the chemical 
modification of pristine DNPs and purified DNPs (PDNP) with 4-(2,4,6-trimethylphenoxy)benzamide 
(TMPBA) to afford TMPBA-g-DNP and TMPAB-g-PDNP to compare with PPA-treatment before and 
after  Although PPA-treatment was not clear that it was an ultimate purification method, we present 
that is efficient enough to remove persisting impurities. The resultant purified nanocomposites were 
expected to display enhanced crystallinity. Furthermore, their morphology and some properties were 
investigated.  
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2. Experimental 
 
2.1 Materials  
 
All reagents, solvents and diamond nanopowders (DNPs, ≥95% trace metals basis) were 
purchased from Aldrich Chemical Inc. and used as received, unless otherwise mentioned.  
 
2.2 Instrumentation  
 
Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded on Jasco FT-IR 480 Plus spectrophotometer.  Solid samples 
were imbedded in KBr disks. Elemental analyses (EA) were performed by system support at CBNU 
with a CE Instruments EA1110. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted air atmospheres 
with a heating rate of 10 °C/min using a Perkin-Elmer TGA 7. The field emission scanning electron 
microscopy (FE-SEM) used in this work was LEO 1530FE. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 
surface area was measured by nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms using Micromeritics ASAP 
2504N. Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) powder patterns were recorded with a Rigaku RU-200 
diffractometer using Ni-filtered Cu Ka radiation (40 kV, 100 mA, l = 0.15418 nm). X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was recorded on ESCALAB 210 with Mg Kα source. UV-vis 
spectra were obtained on a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 35 UV-vis spectrometer. Stock solutions were 
prepared by dissolving 1 mg of each sample in 8mL of N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP). 
Photoluminescence measurements were performed with a Perkin-Elmer LS 55 Fluorescence 
spectrometer. The excitation wavelength was that of the UV absorption maximum of each sample.  
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2.3 Purification of DNPs in PPA/P2O5  
 
Into a 100mL resin flask equipped with a high torque mechanical stirrer, nitrogen inlet and outlet, 
DNPs (1g), PPA (83% P2O5 assay; 10g), and phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5, 5g) were placed and stirred 
under dry nitrogen purge at 130  for 72h. Aft℃ er cooling down to room temperature, water was added 
to the reaction mixture. The resulting precipitate was collected and Soxhlet extracted with water for 
three days, and then with methanol for three days. Finally, the PPA-treated DNPs (PDNP) were 
freeze-dried under reduced pressure (0.5mm Hg) for 24h to afford 0.92 g (92% yield) of a black 
powder.  
 
2.4 4-(2,4,6-Trimethylphenoxy)benzamide 
 
   4-(2,4,6-Trimethylphenoxy)benzonitrile (49.8 g, 0.21 mol) and phosphoric acid (190 g) were 
placed in a 250 mL three-necked roundbottomed flask equipped with a magnetic stir-bar, nitrogen 
inlet, and a condenser. The reaction mixture was then heated at 120°C for 22 h. During this time, the 
benzamide product crystallized out of the reaction mixture. The crystals were collected by suction 
filtration, air-dried, dissolved in warm ethanol, and filtered. The filtrate was allowed to cool to room 
temperature to afford 37.0 g (69% yield) of white crystal 
 
2.5 Functionalization of DNPs with 4-(2,4,6-trimethylphenoxy)benzamide in PPA/P2O5  at 130℃ 
(TMPBA-g-DNP) 
 
Into a 100mL resin flask equipped with a high torque mechanical stirrer, nitrogen inlet and outlet, 
TMPBA (0.5g), DNPs (0.5g), PPA (83% P2O5 assay; 20g), and phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5, 5g) were 
placed and stirred under dry nitrogen purge at 130  for 72h. After cooling down to room temperature, ℃
water was added to the reaction mixture. The resulting precipitate was collected and Soxhlet extracted 
with water for three days, and then with methanol for three days. Finally, the resultant powder was 
freeze-dried under reduced pressure (0.5mm Hg) for 24h to afford to 0.84 g (86 % yield) of a gray 
powder.  
 
2.6 Functionalization of PDNP with 4-(2,4,6-trimethylphenoxy)benzamide in PPA/P2O5  at 130℃ 
(TMPBA-g-PDNP) 
 
Into a 100mL resin flask equipped with a high torque mechanical stirrer, nitrogen inlet and outlet, 
TMPBA (0.5g), PDNPs (0.5g), PPA (83% P2O5 assay; 20g), and phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5, 5g) 
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were placed and stirred under dry nitrogen purge at 130  for 72h. After ℃ cooling down to room 
temperature, water was added to the reaction mixture. The resulting precipitate was collected and 
Soxhlet extracted with water for three days, and then with methanol for three days. Finally, the 
resultant powder was freeze-dried under reduced pressure (o.5mm Hg) for 24h to afford to 0.74 g (77 % 
yield) of a dark-gray powder.  
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
Previously, we have reported about purification of SWNTs (single-wall nanotubes) and also 
functionalization of MWNT, SWNT, VGCNF via Friedel-Crafts reaction in polyphosphoric acid 
(PPA). In this study, we used as-received DNPs (≤10nm) by nanospray combustion process from 
SIGMA-ALDRICH. As you know, DNPs by combustion, detonation, arc-discharge method include 
nanodiamond powders, non-diamond carbon, as well as metals, metal oxides and other impurities. To 
remove like a impurities, we tried to purify the DNPs in polyphosphoric acid (PPA)/phosphorus 
pentoxide (P2O5) (Figure 1a) and we also carried out the chemical modification of pristine DNPs and 
purified DNPs (PDNP) with 4-(2,4,6-trimethylphenoxy)benzamide (TMPBA) to afford TMPBA-g-
DNP and TMPAB-g-PDNP (Figure 1b,1c). In the beginning, the color of mixtures was dark gray due 
to PDNPs. After 2h at 130 , the color of the reaction mixture becam℃ e light yellow indicating that 
TMPBA were grafted to DNPs and thus, homogeneously dispersed in the reaction medium (Figure 1c). 
DNPs have never been isolated in pure form (>99.9% carbon). Elemental analysis of the pristine 
DNPs has revealed significant presence of heteroatoms (H, N, O) in addition to carbon. The samples 
show relatively larger discrepancies of carbon content between theoretical and experimental values in 
elemental analysis (Table 1). This was presumably due to the low carbon content of as-received DNPs. 
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Figure 1. (a) Purification of DNPs (PDNP); (b) Functionalization of DNPs (TMPBA-g-DNP); (c) 
Functionalization of PDNPs (TMPBA-g-PDNP) 
 
3.1 FT-IR Study  
 
The FT-IR spectrum of pristine DNPs (Figure 2a) show the weak sp3C-H band stretching at 
2921cm-1, C=O band stretching at 1630 cm-1. After PPA-treated DNPs, Figure 2b shows that 
maintained original framework during purification procedure. Furthermore, C-O band stretching at 
1159cm-1, 1089cm-1 are sharper and larger than pristine DNPs peaks. It is probably describes that 
hidden peaks come out via purification process. We are also verified successful functionalization of 
DNPs and PDNP, respectively with TMPBA via FT-IR (Figure 2c, 2d). After modified, N-H (amide) 
band stretching at 3385cm-1 and 3210cm-1 and C=O (aromatic carbonyl) band stretching at 1642cm-1 
disappeared (Figure 2e), and newly C=O (aromatic ketone) peak appears at 1662cm-1 (Figure 2c), 
1655cm-1 (Figure 2d), respectively.  
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Figure 2. FT-IR (KBr pellet) spectra of samples: (a) DNPs; (b) PDNP; (c) TMPBA-g-DNP; (d) 
TMPBA-g-PDNP (e) 4-(2,4,6-trimethylphenoxy)benzamide (TMPBA). 
 
3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)  
 
The SEM images of pristine DNPs and TMPBA-g-DNP shows that the surface texture of sample 
consisted as aggregates and agglutinates even though after modified (Figure 3). Crystalline spherical 
diamond particle shape (≤10nm) is not clearly appear due to attached impurities. Namely, it is fairly 
difficult to discern a boundary between crystalline spherical diamond particle and monomer. But 
Figure 5a shows that the surface texture of PDNP fairly displayed more smooth and uniform than 
before PPA-treatment. Furthermore, Crystalline spherical diamond particles bigger than before, this 
result shows that diamond particles are gather flock to lump by covalent bond during impurities are 
removed. Figure 4-d shows definitely that diamond particles are persists originally shape.  
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Figure 3. SEM images of (a) DNPs (100,000×); (b) TMPBA-g-DNP (30,000×); (c) TMPBA-g-
DNP (50,000×); (d) TMPBA-g-DNP (100,000×). Scale bars are: 100 nm  
 
 
Figure 4. SEM images of (a) PDNP (100,000×); (b) TMPBA-g-PDNP(30,000×); (c) TMPBA-g-
PDNP (50,000×); (d) TMPBA-g-PDNP (100,000×). Scale bars are: 100 nm.  
 
3.3 Wide-Angle X-ray Diffraction (WAXD). 
 
(c) 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(d) 
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To monitor degree of crystallization and purity after PPA treatment, XRD scattering patterns were 
obtained powder samples without applied strain. The XRD pattern of the as-received DNPs show that 
the intensity of the characteristic diamond d-spacing (111) at 2.07 Å and d-spacing (220) at 1.26 Å as 
well as appears impure peaks at 2θ’s =30.29, 35.17, 50.71, and 60.35° respectively (Figure 5a). On the 
other hand, the XRD pattern of the PDNP suggests that the characteristic diamond d-spacing (111) at 
2.07 Å noticeably stronger and impure peaks fairly weaker than DNPs peaks (Figure 5a). Interestingly, 
we also know that PPA is non-destructed medium through figure 5b. While the XRD pattern of 
TMPBA-g-PDNP shows still perfect characteristic diamond d-spacing (111) and (220), the XRD 
pattern of TMPBA-g-DNP disappears characteristic diamond d-spacing (220) as well as remarkable 
decrease characteristic diamond d-spacing (110).   
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Figure 5. XRD patterns of samples: (a) DNPs and PDNP; (b) TMPBA-g-DNP and TMPBA-g-
PDNP. 
 
3.4 Surface area. 
 
The BET surface areas of DNPs, PDNP, TMPBA-g-DNP and TMPBA-g-PDNP were 262.14, 
234.67, 212.38 and 196.10 m2/g, respectively. The surface area of PDNP was decreased 
approximately 11%, and The Pore volume of PDNP was decreased about 20% than DNPs which 
implied that PDNP should be more compact morphology due to higher crystallinity due to purification. 
Furthermore, the surface area of TMPBA-g-DNP was decrease approximately 19% than DNPs, also 
followed a certain trend between TMPBA-g-PDNP and PDNP. Together with FT-IR, WAXD and 
SEM results (see Figure 2, Figure 4a and Figure 5a), this result further supported that PPA played as 
both grafting and purifying. Table 2 shows that the pore size decreased after PPA-treatment but it was 
slightly increased after modification.     
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Table 2. BET surface area, micropore volume and average pore of samples. 
 
Surface Area 
(m2/g) 
Micorpore volume 
(ml/g) 
Pore Size 
(Å) 
DNP 262.14 1.12 171.14 
PDNP 234.67 0.89 152.86 
TMPBA-g-DNP 212.38 0.98 186.14 
TMPBA-g-PDNP 196.10 0.76 156.71 
 
3.5 UV-vis Absorption 
 
UV-vis absorption and emission measurements were conducted to have information of interfacial 
interaction between TMPBA and DNP. Stock solution (0.01mol/L) of each sample was prepared in 
NMP. The UV-absorption of DNP and PDNP showed sharp peak at 259 nm (Figure 6a). And The UV-
absorption of TMPBA-g-DNP and TMPBA-g-PDNP showed relatively broad peak at 284 nm. This 
implied that TMPBA should be successfully grafted onto the surface of DNP and PDNP, respectively. 
As can be seen, DNPs exhibit larger absorbance than PDNP (Figure 6a), due to taking into account the 
amorphous carbon electronic model. Reversibly, Figure 6b shows that TMPBA-g-PDNP exhibit lager 
absorbance than TMPBA-g-DNP. It’s probably implied that double bond in TMPBA is more nicely 
show up during removed amorphous carbon. Fluorescent measurements were also conducted. The 
applied excitation wavelength was UV absorption maximum of each sample. The emission maxima of 
DNP and PDNP were at 369 and 392 nm, respectively. And the emission maxima of TMPBA-g-DNP 
and TMPBA-g-PDNP were at 446 and 480 nm, respectively. 
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Figure 6. UV-Vis absorption spectra of samples: (a) DNPs and PDNP; (b) TMPBA-g-DNP and 
TMPBA-g-PDNP. 
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Figure 7.UV-Vis emission spectra of samples: (a) DNPs and PDNP; (b) TMPBA-g-DNP and 
TMPBA-g-PDNP. 
 
3.6 XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) ; C1s 
 
The XPS spectra of the DNPs, PDNP, TMPBA, TMPBA-g-DNP, and TMPBA-g-PDNP were also 
measured (Figure 9, 10). The peak 287.8, 286.6, and 284.5eV was observed as shown in Figure 9 and 
the peak 287.4, 285, and 284.5eV was observed as shown in Figure 10. The center peak 287.8eV of 
DNPs is not correctly identity with PDNPs center peak 287.4eV due to probably oxidation by PPA 
(Figure 10). And the 284.5eV peak of TMPBA describes diphenylether. Interestingly, the peak 
position of TMPBA-g-DNP and TMPBA-g-PDNP were strikingly different (Figure 9, 10). While the 
TMPBA-g-DNP center peak (Figure 9) observed ambiguous data such as C-O, C=C, etc. at 286.6eV, 
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the TMPBA-g-PDNP center peak (Figure 10) appeared diamond peak at 285eV. These results suggest 
that TMPBA-g-PDNP has more desirable result as expected than TMPBA-g-DNP. 
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Figure 8: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy: (a) DNPs, TMPBA and TMPBA-g-DNP; (b) PDNP, 
TMPBA and TMPBA-g-PDNP. 
  
3.7 Thermal Properties 
 
The samples were subject to thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) with heating rate of 10 °C/min in 
air. The PDNP are thermally more stable towards oxidative destruction than pristine DNPs. It is 
probably due to the removal of some inorganic impurities from the pristine DNPs during PPA 
treatment. This point out that PPA-treated purification method does not introduce carboxyl, aldehyde 
and other oxygen-containing functional groups on the surface. The DNPs, PDNP, TMPBA-g-DNP and 
TMPBA-g-PDNP showed that the temperature at which 5% weight loss (Td5%) in air was occurred at 
578, 562, 411 and 468 °C, respectively. The char yield of pristine DNPs at 850 °C was ~0 %, while 
PDNP had the values approached to 5.15 %. Also, although char yield of TMPBA-g-DNP at 850 °C 
was ~0.80 %, PDNP had the values approached to 8.15 % (Table 1). Surprisingly, Inner shell is 
presumably not completely burn because PDNPs and TMPBA-g-PDNP have larger crystalline carbon 
particles than pristine DNPs during PPA treatment process (Figure 9). For this reason, Figure 9 shows 
that TMPBA-g-PDNP were also more thermal stability than TMPBA-g-DNPs.  
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Figure 9. TGA thermograms obtained with heating rate of 10 °C/min in air. 
 
Table 1. Thermogravimetric (TGA) and elemental analysis (EA) data of samples 
 TGA (in air) Elemental Analysis 
Sample 
Td5%
a 
(oC) 
charb 
(%) 
 
C 
(%) 
H 
(%) 
N 
(%) 
DNP 578 ~0 
Calcd. 100 0.00 0.00 
Found 85.58 1.22 2.05 
PDNP 562 5.15 
Calcd. 100 0.00 0.00 
Found 85.44 1.61 1.89 
TMPBA-g-DNP 411 0.80 
Calcd. 89.71 3.30 0.00 
Found 83.58 3.06 1.36 
TMPBA-g-PDNP 468 8.15 
Calcd. 89.71 3.30 0.00 
Found 79.90 2.85 1.31 
a The temperature at which 5% weight loss (Td5%) occurred on TGA thermogram obtained with heating 
rate of 10 °C/min.  
b Char yield at 850oC. 
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4. Conclusion  
 
We successfully developed a efficient and non-damage purification method by PPA-treatment and 
then, to make a comparative study also, carried out the chemical modification of pristine DNPs and 
purified DNPs (PDNP) with 4-(2,4,6-trimethylphenoxy)benzamide (TMPBA) to afford TMPBA-g-
DNP and TMPAB-g-PDNP. The wide-angle X-ray diffraction (XRD) showed that the intensity of 
PDNP was fairly increased compared to that of pristine DNPs at 2.07 Å where d-spacing (111) of 
diamonds was characteristic. The morphologies of TMPBA-g-DNP and TMPAB-g-PDNP from 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were further affirmed the feasibility of chemical modification. 
And X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) described that TMPBA-g-PDNP had a diamonds and 
diphenylether chemical bond energy at once. The results suggested that the reaction condition is 
indeed viable for the one-pot purification and functionalization of DNPs. 
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